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4 daily habits of an attractive man
Not every man is lucky enough to be born handsome or to be genetically favored to get the
attention of women, but that is no reason to cry.
You can actually become a very attractive guy by adding certain habits to your routine.
As we saw in another article here on the blog, women are different from men when it comes to
being sexually attracted.
While we tend to give much more value to physical attributes, especially at the beginning of the
relationship, women notice several other characteristics.
Just like in the music of Gabriel, the Thinker where the ugly guy makes ugly, while the ugly does
ugly, in the real world this logic also works.
A confident, decisive man with an attitude is always more attractive than a guy who was simply
born handsome.
Even insecurity is one of the biggest guitars during the game of conquest, because a guy without
developed self-confidence ends up beating up women.
And gradually add each of the following habits to your routine, so that each day you will become a
more attractive face for female eyes:

How to become an attractive man
1. Opinion and critical sense
It is common for guys in love to try to agree on everything with the woman they are in love with.
They think that by agreeing they will become closer and that will help when it comes to winning
it, but it is not quite how it works.
When you give up your opinion and become a mere spectator who shakes your head at everything
she says, you lose your value as a man and end up becoming irrelevant.
Maintain your posture and defend your principles, as well as your opinion on different subjects.
This does not mean that you need to get into discussions frequently or make a case for nothing, but
it does mean that you need to have your own opinion and demonstrate a well-developed and
well-founded personality.
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